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Abstract: Modern power systems would compose of networked microgrids (MGs) operating independently. Respectively,
MGs’ control units (MCUs) are responsible for optimising the operation of independent agents associated with local
resources to maximise the social welfare of the system. In this regard, agents schedule their respective resources with
the aim of maximising their profits; while MCU as a mediator entity strives to facilitate the flexibility of service
exchange among the agents. In MGs, renewable energy sources (RESs) as potential sources of energy confront with
uncertainty originated from their dependence on meteorological resources. Consequently, MGs would confront energy
imbalance in real time as a result of probable inaccuracies corresponding with forecasting the power production of
RESs in the day-ahead market. To tackle this issue, a transactive-based framework is developed in this study that
enables MCUs to incentivise the cooperation of agents scheduling flexible resources in minimising energy imbalances
in real time. Correspondingly, MCU offers bonuses as transactive signals to local agents to contribute in minimising
the energy imbalance; which consequently results in improving the MG flexibility. Finally, the developed framework is
implemented on an MG composed of independent agents scheduling flexible resources to investigate its effectiveness
in minimising the energy imbalance in MGs.
1 Introduction

Microgrids (MGs) as independent entities have been introduced
to enable the decentralised control of distribution systems.
Furthermore, the development of distributed generation units that
could be integrated into distribution systems and operated by
independent agents has facilitated the expansion of MGs in the
system. MGs’ control units (MCUs) manage the scheduling of
local resources operated by their respective agents and so
determine the power exchange with the main grid. In this respect,
each agent strives to maximise its respective profit; while MCU
attempts to efficiently coordinate the operation of agents and
maximises the overall profit. Consequently, MGs have facilitated
the integration of independently operated local resources in
modern power systems.

One of the potential primary power generation resources in MGs
would be renewable energy sources (RESs) like wind power and
photovoltaic (PV) units. The increasing rate of RESs installations
in local systems is mainly originated from the rising environmental
concerns. However, the stochastic and intermittent nature of RESs
could lead to operational issues due to potential inaccuracies
associated with their respective power generation prediction
procedures [1, 2]. This could eventually result in real-time (RT)
energy imbalance in MGs and therefore expose them to RT costs
in order to compensate for the dismissed power generation by
RESs. Consequently, the profits associated with RESs agents
could be significantly decreased. To tackle this issue, a new
framework needs to be developed in order to enable the MCUs to
exploit the operational scheduling of flexible local resources in a
way that the cost associated with RT energy imbalance in the MG
decreases.

Recently, transactive energy (TE) is introduced as a novel control
concept that facilitates the management of multi-agent systems [3].
Economic-based mechanisms are employed in TE in order to
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efficiently coordinate the operation of independent agents to
address utilities’ operational objectives. In other words, the control
mechanisms in TE enable the participation of independently
operated local resources in the operation of power systems. In
central control frameworks, a central entity is responsible for the
direct operational management of all local resources; while the
distributed control framework in TE is based on designated values
(i.e. economic transactions) rather than direct control signals.
In this regard, the detailed information required for the
implementation of the central control frameworks would not be
essential in TE-based control schemes. This control mechanism
facilitates the coordination of independent agents who are
unwilling to cede complete control of their resources to the system
operator. As a result, the TE concept could be taken into
consideration to develop a coordination mechanism to incentivise
independently operated flexible resources in an MG to contribute
to minimising the cost associated with RT energy imbalances. This
approach would finally decrease the dependence of MGs on the
main grid to compensate for the power exchange differences
between RT and day-ahead (DA) operational planning; which
results in improving the reliability and security of MGs [4].

Qiu et al. [5] have employed the TE concept in order to conduct
resource scheduling in a virtual power plant. A TE-based
framework is developed in [6] to schedule resources in a
distribution system by considering the system operator as a
mediator entity. TE concept is taken into account in [7] to manage
a system considering storage units and demand response. Liu et al.
[8] have utilised TE to coordinate the operation of networked
MGs. The authors in [9] have deployed TE to conduct the energy
management of residential buildings as well as provide flexibility
services for the main grid.

The applications of the TE concept in incentivising independently
operated responsive resources to contribute to the efficient operation
of smart grids are investigated in several pilot projects [10–12].
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Fig. 1 Multi-agent structure of the MG
Researchers in the REnnovates project [10] have employed TE to
incentivise flexible demands in residential houses to contribute to
the alleviation of network congestions. In this research project, the
communication between the aggregators and prosumers is
provided utilising a smart grid field test. In this context, the
developed framework in [10] aims to facilitate the re-scheduling of
end-user loads to efficiently manage distribution systems.

Despite various studies, which have been conducted on energy
management of MGs as well as coordination of multi-agent
systems; to the best of the authors’ knowledge, coordination of
independently operated agents to minimise the RT energy
imbalance has not yet been investigated in the previously proposed
methodologies. In this regard, a new procedure is developed in
this paper, in which, MCU announces a transactive signal to
different flexible agents in the system with the aim of incentivising
their contribution in RT energy imbalance mitigation. The
developed transactive signal is associated with the RT prices and
so would motivate the flexible units to contribute to mitigating the
RT energy imbalance in the MG. It is noteworthy that the
proposed procedure would also decrease the dependency of MGs
on the main grid to address the gap between demand and supply;
which would eventually result in improvement of the power
system from the flexibility perspective.

In this paper, the multi-agent model of the system and the
proposed transactive-based control framework for the coordination
of flexibility exchange among the agents will be discussed in
Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The operational scheduling of
local resources and interaction between MCU and agents are
illustrated in these sections. Furthermore, the mathematical
modelling of the proposed framework from the MCU’s and
agents’ perspectives is described in Section 2.3. Finally, the results
of implementing the proposed scheme on an MG with a
multi-agent structure to coordinate the operation of independent
agents in minimising the energy imbalance in the MG are
presented in Section 3, followed by a conclusion in Section 4.
2 Methodology

2.1 System modelling

Future power systems would compose of networked MGs, which are
independently operated to maximise their respective profits. In this
regard, scheduling of local resources in each MG would be
conducted by their respective agents; while MCU is responsible
for the coordination of the MG’s agents to maximise the overall
profits. In this context, besides keeping the privacy of customers,
the procedure of collecting and transmission as well as the
computational burden associated with the analysis of operational
data of local resources would be minimised.

In this structure, each agent of the system is considered to be
responsible for the scheduling of a kind of local resources in DA
and RT markets with the aim of maximising its respective profits.
Additionally, MCU strives to coordinate the operation of agents as
well as activates flexible services to support the main grid. In this
regard, it is assumed that MCU employs transactive control signals
in order to stimulate the cooperation of independent agents. In this
context, a simplified model of transactive control structure in an
MG with the multi-agent structure is presented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed framework
2.2 Proposed TE-based coordination framework

As mentioned, MCUs are responsible for the coordination of
operational scheduling of agents with the aim of minimising the
overall operational costs; while independent agents strive to
maximise their respective profits. In this paper, it is considered
that scheduling of RESs, electric storage systems (ESSs),
dispatchable generations (DGs), flexible loads and electric vehicles
(EVs) in DA, as well as RT markets, are conducted by
independent agents. In this regard, RESs agents could confront RT
costs due to errors in forecasted power production during
550 This is an open
participation in the DA market. As a result, MCUs as mediator
entities could employ bonuses as transactive signals to incentivise
agents operating flexible resources to re-schedule their local
resources with the aim of minimising RT costs. In other words,
MCUs facilitate the exchange of flexibility services between local
agents. In this regard, the cost associated with RESs’ agents would
be less than the cost associated with the power exchange in the RT
market. As a result, this procedure benefits both RESs’ agents and
the agents operating flexible units; which would result in
maximisation of overall social welfare. Based upon the previous
discussions, a simple stepwise flowchart of the proposed
framework is shown in Fig. 2. Regarding the proposed algorithm,
the framework is conducted iteratively and the MCU increases the
announced bonuses in each step until approaching the maximum
amounts or the energy imbalance becomes zero in the RT. It is
noteworthy that the proposed algorithm is not limited to energy
imbalance caused by RESs and so could be conducted by MCUs
to efficiently deal with RT energy imbalance in the MGs.

2.3 Mathematical formulation

Regarding the proposed transactive framework, MCU announces
bonuses (i.e. bt × DPAgent

t ) to agents of the MG in each time
period to incentivise their contribution in minimising the RT
imbalance. Noted that the bonuses paid by MCU would be
compensated by the RESs agent as the responsible party for RT
energy imbalance. In this regard, announced bonuses at each time
interval (i.e. bt) would be limited by the difference between the
prices associated with selling/purchasing energy from the main
grid. In the following sections, the optimisations conducted by
agents scheduling flexible resources in the MG are illustrated.

2.3.1 Scheduling of flexible demands: The optimisation
conducted by agents responsible for scheduling flexible demands
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Fig. 4 Power production by DG units

Fig. 3 Power production by RESs

Fig. 5 Bonuses paid to agents
in the RT is modelled as follows:

Max
∑

k[IDemand

bt − lt
( )

DPD
k,t

( )

+
∑

t′[[t+1,t+T ]

∑
k[IDemand

−lt′
( )

DPD
k,t′

( )
(1)

Subject to operational constraints of flexible load demands in
[t, t + T ] time periods. Regarding the objective formulation (1), it
is considered that the agent considers the future T time intervals in
the optimisation conducted for scheduling the flexible load during
RT in time interval t. In the optimisation model, lt , lt′ and DPD

k,t
present the RT price of power exchange with the main grid at t,
the forecasted RT price of power exchange with the main grid at
t′, and the change in the power requested by load k at time interval
t, respectively. Moreover, the objective function (1) aims to
maximise the profits of the demand agent.

2.3.2 Scheduling of ESSs: The optimisation conducted to
re-schedule ESSs in RT is formulated as follows:

Max
∑

k[IESS

bt − lt
( ) · DPCh,ESS

k,t − DPDis,ESS
k,t

( )( )

+
∑

t′[[t+1,t+T ]

∑
k[IESS

−lt′
( ) · DPCh,ESS

k,t′ − DPDis,ESS
k,t′

( )( ) (2)

Subject to operational constraints of ESS units in [t, t + T ] time
periods. The agents managing ESS units consider the future T time
intervals in their operational optimisation for the tth time period.
Regarding the optimisation model, DPCh,ESS

k,t and DPDis,ESS
k,t show

the change in the power charging/discharging of the kth ESS at
time interval t, respectively. Moreover, the objective function (2)
maximises the profit of the ESS agent considering the bonuses
offered by the MCU and RT prices of energy exchange with the
upper-level network.

2.3.3 Scheduling of DG units: DG units are one of the flexible
resources that could be re-scheduled to provide flexibility services
for minimising the RT energy imbalance in the MG. In this
regard, the optimisation model conducted by agents responsible
for the operation of DGs considering the bonuses announced by
MCU could be formulated as follows:

Max
∑
k[IDG

bt + lt
( ) · DPDG

k,t − CDG
k,t .DP

DG
k,t

( )

+
∑

t′[[t+1,t+T ]

∑
k[IDG

lt′ · DPDG
k,t′ − CDG

k,t′ · DPDG
k,t′

( ) (3)

Subject to operational constraints of DG units in [t, t + T ] time
periods. In the optimisation model, the operational costs of DG
units and the change in the power production of the kth DG unit
are correspondingly indicated by CDG

k,t and DPDG
k,t . Finally, the

objective function (3) aims to maximise the profits associated with
DG units.

2.3.4 Scheduling of EVs: EVs play a significant role in modern
power systems and could be re-scheduled to provide flexibility
services on the condition that the announced bonuses by MCU
maximise their respective profits. In this paper, it is conceived that
the operational management of EVs is conducted by an
independent agent; which strives to maximise its respective profits
as follows:

Max
∑
k[IEV

bt − lt
( ) · DPCh,EV

k,t − DPDis,EV
k,t

( )( )

+
∑

t′[[t+1,t+T ]

∑
k[IEV

−lt′
( ) · DPCh,EV

k,t′ − DPDis,EV
k,t′

( )( ) (4)
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Subject to operational constraints of EV units in [t, t + T ] time
periods. The objective function (4) strives to maximise the profit
of EV units; where DPCh,EV

k,t and DPDis,EV
k,t model the change in

power charging/discharging of the kth EV unit at time t.
3 Results

The developed framework is implemented on an MG composed of
independent agents operating their respective resources in order to
investigate its effectiveness in minimising the RT energy
imbalances. In this regard, the forecasted and RT power
productions by RESs in the MG are shown in Fig. 3; which shows
that the MG would expose to RT prices for efficiently managing
the energy imbalances associated with RESs in RT. Consequently,
MCU would announce bonuses as transactive signals to incentivise
the agents to re-schedule their flexible resources in a way that the
RT energy imbalances minimise. In this regard, the operational
scheduling of DGs in DA and RT is shown in Fig. 4. It is
noteworthy that the differences between RT and DA scheduling of
flexible units rely on the announced transactive signals; as the
operational characteristics of resources as well as the prices of
selling/purchasing energy to/from the upper network are
considered to be similar to DA. In this regard, the overall flexible
demand is increased in hour 9 by 6.95 MW; followed by the same
amount of power decrease in hour 15. Consequently, the flexible
demand agent provides flexibility service in hour 9; while ensuring
the required amount of energy during 24 h is supplied. Moreover,
the charging of EVs is increased by 0.35, 0.85 and 5.5 MW in
hours 4, 8 and 9; while, the power charging is decreased by 5.5,
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and 1.2 MW in hours 6 and 7. Consequently, re-scheduling of
flexible resources has benefited the MG; while the energy
consumption by each agent remains similar to the DA scheduling.
Finally, the bonuses paid to each agent of the MG; which are
contributed to minimising the energy imbalance associated with
power production by RESs in RT are shown in Fig. 5. In this
regard, the proposed framework improves the flexibility of the
MG; which finally decreases its dependence on the main grid.
4 Conclusions

In this paper, a new transactive control scheme is developed in order
to minimise the energy imbalance in an MG with a multi-agent
structure. In this regard, MCU as the entity responsible for the
coordination of independently operating agents employs bonuses
as transactive signals in order to incentivise the agents to
re-schedule their flexible resources. This framework facilitates the
flexibility of service exchange among the agents to minimise the
energy imbalance caused by uncertainties associated with power
productions by RESs.

The developed framework is implemented on an MG composed of
independent agents scheduling RESs, flexible demands, DGs, ESSs
and EVs; which shows the application of the approach in minimising
the energy imbalance in the MG. It is noteworthy that the interaction
between MCU and agents in the proposed framework is limited to
accumulated power requests and transactive signals to address the
privacy concerns in multi-agent systems. Finally, the proposed
approach would result in improving the flexibility of MGs; which
eventually improves the flexibility of power systems.
552 This is an open
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